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Elastic Wave Propagation in Layered Anisotropic Media1 
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A hstrad. This is :-m aJia.ly.�iH of l.l1c dispersive propf)rties of trnnsvcr.�cly isot.ropie media.. This 
kind of anisotropy is exhibited by hexagonal crystals, sediments, planar igneous bodies, ice sheets, 
and rolled metal sheets where the unique axis is perpendicular to the direction of surface wave 
propagation and the other axes are distributed randomly in the plane of the layers. Period equat
ions are derived for waves of Rayleigh, Stoneley, and Love types, and comparisons are made, in 
certain cases, with ray theoretical and plane stress solutions. Anisotropy can have a pronounced 
effect on both the range of existence and the shape of the dispersion curves and can lead to an 
apparent discrepancy between Love and Rayleigh wave data. Attention is focused in this initial 
paper on a single solid layer in vacuo (i.e. a free plate) and a solid layer in contact with a fluid 
half space. The single layer solutions are generalized ton-layer media by the use of Haskell matrices. 

l. Introduction. Elastic wave problems are 
usually formulated for convenience under the 
restrictive assumptions of homogeneity, perfect 
elasticity, plane parallel boundaries, and isotropy. 
Although these assumptions are often approxi
mately satisfied in practice, certain ambiguities 
exist between theory and observation that 
indicate the need for reformulating some of these 
problems under less restrictive and possibly more 
realistic assumptions. Herein we drop the 
assumption of isotropy. 

Anisotropy is exhibited in its pun•st form in 
single crystals but also occurs in eollced.ions of 
crystals or minerals whieh haVf) eryst.allized or 
have been (kposited with a. prderred orimtation, 
or have been subjected to nonuniform forces 
after formation. A layered medium by its very 
nature is anisotropic in the large, but the individ
ual layers may also be anisotropic in a manner 
which cannot be handled by a further subdivision 
into finer layers. Heterogeneous media with 
random grain orientation tend to be isotropic. 

We shall consider materials that possess an 
axis of symmetry in the sense that all rays at 
right angles to this axis are equivalent. Such 
media are called 'transversely isotropic,' and 
wave propagation in an infinite or semi-infinite 

1 Contribution 1036, Division of Geological 
Sciences, California Institute of Technology, 
Pasadena, California. 

medium with this symnwtry has lwcn diseuss�·d 
by Love [1944], SatO [1950], Musgrave [1959], 
and Stoneley [1949]. A convenient summary is 
given by Mason [1958] and Ewing, Jardetzky, 
and Press [1957]. Transverse isotropy results in 
the same set of elastic constants as that for 
hexagonal symmetry and hence is exhibited in 
all metals or minerals crystallizing in the hexag
onal system. This symmetry is also expected to 
be displayed by sediments, planar igneous 
bodies, floating ice sheets, and rolled or extruded 
nwtal and plastic sheets. This latter material is 
often used in two-dimensional model experiments. 

An isotropic solid is governed by two elastic 
constants and the characteristic equation has 
three roots, one corresponding to a compressional 
wave and a double root corresponding to a 
distortional wave. These velocities are inde
pendent of direction. A transversely isotropic 
solid is governed by five elastic constants, and 
the separation into two waves, one for which 
the curl of the displacement vanishes and one 
for which the divergence of the displacement 
vanishes, does not in general occur. Correspond
ing to any assigned wave normal there are three 
velocities of elastic wave propagation, and only 
in special cases do these degenerate to purely 
shear and purely compressional motion. 

2. Generalized Hooke's law and the equations 
of motion. The matrix of the elastic constants 
for a medium with hexagonal or transverse 
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isotropic symmetry is [f,ovc, HH1] 

Cn ft2 c,� 0 0 0 

('12 c,, c,� 0 0 0 
1'�:1 C�;, C:.:1 0 0 0 
0 () 0 CH () () 

0 0 0 0 Ct.� 0 

0 0 () 0 0 �-c,_:! 
2 

For an isotropic body, 

eu = eaa = i\ + 2J..L; eta i\•  ' 

(ell - el2)/2 = eH = J..L 
If we ignore body forces, the equations 

small motion arc three of the form, 

P 0
2
� = ilpu + 

CJpru 
+ 

iJpu 
at ax oy az 

of 

(I) 
The stresses p,; arc derived from the strain 

energy function W by 

aw 
Prr =-

a 
' Pxu ex:r: 

where [Love, 1944] 

aw 

2W = eu(e2xx + e2 •• ) + faae2., 

+ 2eta(e:r:x + eu11)e .. + 2etzex.e"" 

etc. 

+ e44(e2uz + e2zx) + !(ell - et2)e2rv 
The stresses are, accordingly, 

(2) 

(3) 

a ( a2u a2v o2w) 
+ ()z e1a CJx2 + e13 CJl + eaa al ... 

where u, v, w arc the displacements in the x, y, z 
directions. There is no advantage in introducing 
the standard potentials since the equations of 
motion are still unseparable. 

3. Plane waves in an infinite medium. The 
theory of plane wave propagation in the interior 
of an infinite anisotropic body is well developed 
(see, for instance, Love [1944] or Mason [1958]). 
We begin with a brief review of this theory to 
establish the setting for the following sections. 

For plane waves propagated in a direction 
specified by direction cosines (l, m, n) we take 

(u, v, w) = (U, V, W)e'"'te-ikCZ..+mu+n.> 

Substitution into the equations of motion gives 

-

;}'- 2 l 
(r11 + c , z) 

nl(e1a + cH) 
u pc rn --

2
--

l (':" + c,z) 
s- 2 .11/. __ 2 ___ pe 

.. nl(eta"',+ C44) rnn(c1a + e44) 
----·---------------------

mn(e1:1 + e41) v = 0 (5) 

JC- 2 
w pe 

where 

(2a) 

Pzz 
From the symmetry of the above equations it is 

;r= lz 
+ 

z(e" - e12
) 

ell m 
2 

JC = (l2 + m2)c44 + n2caa· 

(6) 

By setting the determinant of the coefficients 
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equal to zero, we oLtaiu the velocity equation. 
Two special cases may be dealt with immediately: 

(a) For transmission along the unique axis, 
n = 1, m = l = 0, c2 = Caa/ p, and c2 = c •• ; p 
are solutions. The first corresponds to a vertically 
traveling purely compressional wave (PV) and 
the second is a double root corresponding to a 
vertically traveling shear wave with horizontal 
particle motion. The degeneracy is caused by 
the SV and SH waves becoming indistinguish
able. 

(b) For transmission along the x or 1J direction 
or any other direction perpendicular to the 
z axis, n = 0, the solutions are 

2 ell c =- compressional, P II 
p 

shear, S V 

c2 = c11 - c12 shear Sll 
2p ' 

Therefore, measurement along these two direc
tions will determine four of the five elastic 
constants. To determine the fifth we need a 
measurement at some intermediate angle. In 
particular we can set l = n = 1/ v'2, m = 0, 
and from the velocity equation obtain 

C13 = { [2pc2 - !(ell + C3a + 2c44)]
2 

- !Ccu - cd2r12 - c44 

giving c11 in terms of the velocity of the fastest 
wave traveling at 45° to the z axis. Solving the 
velocity equation for arbitrary l, m, n, we can 
determine the directional dependence of the 
wave velocities. 

In the following we shall use the designations 

(PV); 
r44/p = f:J12 (Sllv, SVv, SVu); 

(cu - cd/2p = {:J/ (Sll!I) 
For :w isotropic body 

and 

{:1,2 = {:122 = pfp 

(Plf) 
(7) 

4. Surface waves in an anisotropic layer. Con
Ridm· HOW a layer of thickness 2H with the above 

symmetry overlying a fluicl halfspaee with 
constants p,, X2. Take z inereasing downward 
from the center of the layer. This configuration 
will permit us to study the effect of anisotropy 
in a relatively simple system for which the 
isotropic theory is well developed and for which 
experimental data are available. Also, with this 
general case in hand we can easily study as 
special cases the effect of anisotropy on Rayleigh 
and Stoneley waves and on propagation in a 
free plate. Later we shall discuss the general 
n-layer anisotropic problem and point out how 
anisotropy will introduce apparent discrepancies 
between Love and Rayleigh wave data as well 
as giving erroneous results for Love or Rayleigh 
data used alone. Since we shall be interested in 
applying the results of our present restricted 
problem to a high-speed layer overlying a low
speed fluid halfspace (the floating ice sheet 
problem) we have the additional problem of 
leakage for all modes with phase velocities greater 
than the fluid velocity, but this is resolved by 
programming our resultant period equation in 
complex algebra, thus permitting the location of 
complex roots. This, however, introduces no 
additional difficulties into our present analysis. 

Restricting ourselves to motion in two dimen
sions (x, z) we put ajay = 0, e.u = 0, e •• = 0. 

For surface waves we seek solutions of the type 

(u, w) = [U;(z), W.(z)]eilwt-kzJ (8) 

Substitution into the equations of motion 
yields 

-p1w2U(z) 
= 

-c��eu(z) 

- ik(ct:t + C44) W'(z) + C44 U"(z) 

- PtW2 W(z) = Caa W"(z) 

- ik(cta + cH) U'(z) - J,?I.H lV(z) 
where the pri.mes denote ajaz. 

lf U(z) = Ue '•' and W(z) = iWe '•', then 

(9) 

2 2 -p1w U = -cu U+ kv;GW + C41v; U (JO) 
-pJw2W = Ca3v/W- kviGU- ec44W 

where G = cu + Cu. 
The condition that nonzero roots of C(1Uation 

10 exist is 

( 2 2 2 ( 2 2 I Ptc./) C44V; - C11/c ·+· {J1Cv) C:<:<Vi - /c C-14 --
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The explicit values of v2 are 

2 V; = 
where 

M/ = M12 - 4M2c33cH. 

M1 = Caa(PtW2 - Cuk2) 

(12) 

+ c44(PtW2 - cHe) + k2G2
• 

M
2 

= (PtW2 - Cuk2)(PtW2 - c44e). 

For an isotropic body equation 12 becomes 

,12 = (k2- w2/c/), 1'22 = ce- w2/f3
2
), 

(i = (A + 2J.t)/ p, {32 = J.t/ p 
so that Vt reduces to the form associated with a 
pure compressional wave and Vz reduces to that 
for a pure distortional wave. 

For a given v, the displacement ratios in the 

in the solid, and 

U * (14b) 
W* -( iv' /k) Uoe -•'' 

in the liquid, where v'2 = (k2 - (u2/a*2) and 

a*2 = Az/ pz. 

The boundary conditions are 

aw au 
p, = I':J3 (Jz 

+ Cia ax = 0; z = -Jl 

Pzx = 0; Pzz = P*zz; 
( 15) 

W = W*; z = H 

Substituting Pqnations H into equations 15 
gives 

U,f -)',v,r:1:1 + c�:,k]shv,Jl + llJ)',vJc:l:J - c�:Jk]chv, J1 + U,1[ -vaz�':l:J + r �:1k:l�hv2 ll 
+ U4[vz)'zCa:l - c�:Jc]chvJI = 0 

U,[v1 + k)' 1]chv1 fl + UA -v1- k)',]shv1 lf + Ua[v2 + )'2k]chv2 ll + U4[ -v2- /''!.kJshl'2ll = 0 

UI['Y,VtC:I:J - c,:tk]shvi TI + lfz[ca3/' JI't - Ctak]chvliJ + Ua[vzCaa/'2 - cl)c]shv2ll 

[ ] A2 [ 
2 '

2
] -.'II + u4 Caa1'2/'2 - c13k chv2II + Uo k k - v e () ( 16) 

Ut['Yik]chvJI + U2k'Ylshv1ll + U3k)'2chv2H + U4k)'2shv2H + U0v'e-•'ll = 0 

U1[v1 + k)',]chvtii + U2[v1 + k'Y1]shv1Il + Ua[vz + k)'z]chv2II + U4[v2 + k'Yz]shvzll 0 

solid are 

(�), = 

(�:'''!''� -.��k�ii + e,w2) 
kv,{] 

W, = )' , U , 

( 1 :l) 

For isotropic media /'1 = vi k, )'2 = k/ vz. We 
therefore take as om· solutions 

U = U1shv1z + Uzchv1z 

+ Uashv2z + U4chv2Z 

W = ·i/'1 U1chv1z + i'Yt U2shv1z 
(14a) 

The condition that the determinant of the 
eoetfieients vanish is the periml equation 

Jr I n,shvl (If I r '!.shvzt:hvl - IIzl\chv'!.shvl) 

+ A2 Ifzshv2( IIz1\shvtchv2 

II 1 I'2slw2chv1) 

where 

+ 11tnlchvl(IIti''!.chv2shv1 

rr2r 1shv2chvt) 

+ A1 II2chviiizi'tshv2chvl 

II1I'2shv1chv2) = 0 ( 17) 

1'1 = ( -)'1v1c:l3 + C13k]; fit = rv, + k/'1) (IS) 
f'2 = [ -v2)'2Ca:J + Ct:tk]; lf2 = lv2 + k/'2l 
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A1 = 11'r,sh11, + A
2
"'f,(e - 11/2)ch111 

Az =- v'r,chv, + A2'YI(e - v,")shv, 
01 = v'rzshvz + Az'Y2

Ce - v/')chll
2 

02 = v'rzchvz + A
2
'Yz(e - 11/')shv2 

For an isotropic layer this yields the period 
equation given by Press and Ewing [1951]. 

The asymptotic form of equation 17 for short 
wavelengths is 

(II,rz - IIzr,)[11'(rr,r2 - II2r1) 

+ Az(k2 - 11112)(II1"'(z - IIz'Yt)] = 0 (17a) 

It will later be shown that the first factor is 
the Rayleigh equation for anisotropic media and 
the second factor is the Stoneley equation for 
the interface between an anisotropic solid and a 
fluid. 

5. Free plate. If P2 is set equal to zero, the 
factors of the period equation are (tanh 111H)"'' 

tanh v2H 

[vi + k"'(,][112"'fzCaa - C,ak] = r2II1 
["'ftlltCaa - Ctak)[llz + "'(zk] r,II2 

(19) 

the upper sign corresponding to antisymmetrical 
waves and the lower sign corresponding to 
symmetrical waves in a free plate. 

In the long wavelength limit this becomes 

[v,/vz]"'' = r2rr,;r,rr2 

For symmetrical waves this gives 

(20) 

Caa(pw2/k2) - (cuCaa - c2,a) = 0 (20a) 

We can also derive the long wavelength limit 
for symmetrical waves from plane stress theory. 
Taking as before the xy plane parallel to the 
surface of the plane and propagation in the 
x direction, we have 

apu/ax = p a2ujat2 (21) 

Eliminating awjaz from the first and third of 
equations 3 yields 

Therefore 

CuCaa - c\a au 
Pxx = ax Caa 

CnCaa - c\a a2u 
Caa ax2 

(22) 

(23) 

and the plate velocity Cv is given by 

(2 I) 
in agreement with (20a). 

This derivation will serve as a check on the 
low-frequency limit of our ensuing calculations. 
Note that the plate velocity does not depend 
only on the horizontal compressional and SV 
velocities, as we may have suspected for the 
long wave limit, but involves the constants in 
the vertical and intermediate directions as well. 
This can lead to plate velocities which are out
side the range possible for an isotropic solid, a 
fact which holds true also for the rest of the 
dispersion curve. This is related to the fact that 
directional Poisson's ratios in an anisotropic 
solid can exceed 0.5. 

For waves short compared with the layer 
thickness, the hyperbolic tangents can be 
replaced by unity, giving 

rzrr, - r,rrz = o (25) 
for both symmetrical and antisymmetrical waves. 

This is, again, the Rayleigh equation for 
anisotropic media. A more detailed discussion of 
the free anisotropic plate is in preparation 
(I. Abubakar, personal communication). 

6. Rayleigh and Stoneley waves. Consider an 
anisotropic halfspace with the above properties. 
Assume solutions that decrease exponentially 
with depth (z is positive downward and the solid 
lies in the top halfspace): 

(26) 

W = i'Yt Ute•·• + i"'(z Uae·'• 
The II; and "'(; are the same as were derived 
previously for the general case. Applying the 
condition of a traction free surface we obtain 
the period equation 

R = -r,rr2 + rzrr, = o (27) 

This is the Rayleigh equation for transversely 
isotropic media first derived by Stoneley [1949]. 
It reduces in the case of isotropy to 

R = [v2 2 + k2]2 - 4111112k
2 = 0 (28) 

For Stoneley waves we assume motion dying 
off into both the fluid and the solid. Assume 
equation 26 for motion in the solid, and, for 
the fluid. 

U* 

W* -(iv' /k) Uoe-•'• 
(29) 
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Applying the conditions of a stress free inter
face and continuity of vertical displae<�ment, we 
obtain the Stoneley period equn,tionu 

"Az(e - v'2) ---,-- = 
jJ 

rrlr2 - Ilzl\ 
'Y1 liz - 'Yz III 

For isotropy this goes into 

R + o=O 
whrre 

(30) 

(3 1) 

*2 
0 = pza ,f.} (vz2 - e)(v'2 - e) C::�2) 

pd31 jJ 

This is the form of the Stoneley equn,tion given 
by Press and Ewing [1951]. When P2 = 0, we 
obtain the Rayleigh equn,tion. Thus, n,s we incli
eated earlier, the high-frequency limit of 
the fundamental symmetric n,nd n,ntisymmetric 
modes of a free pln,te is the Rayleigh velocity. 
A floating plate has two bmnches of the funda
mental mode, one corresponding to the Rayleigh 
vdocity and the other to the Stoneley velocity. 

7. Love waves. In a byered transversely 
isotropic medium Love waves exist independently 
of Rayleigh waves; thn,t is, there is no coupling 
between motions of Rayleigh and Love types 
for waves propagating in n, plane perpendicular 
to the unique axis. This is the lowest symmetry 
for which this coupling does not, in geneml, exist. 

Considering a free layer and taking the axes 
as before, we sec that the equations of motion 
ran be satisfied by putting u = w = 0, a;uu = 0. 
For waves of the Love type we take 

v = V'(z)ei(wt-kx) 

(')•))' "� 

:u1d ubtnin the redw:rd wave eq11n.Lion 

so that 

s2 = (N - pc2)e; L (34) 
where N = (e11 - e,2)12, L = c.,4• When 
L = N = J.L = p/32, we h:we isotropy and 

The hmmdary conditions arc 

p," = L tJvjtJz = 0 at z = ±II 

tanh 2kll[(N- ptf)ll-1'12 = 0 (35) 
If pc2 < N, no roots of the above equation 

exist. Therefore we must have pc2 ;:::: N, or 
e2 ;:::: /322• The period rquation can therefore be 
written 

tan 2kH(N I L)112[(c2//322) - 1f12 

Equation 36 is sn,tisfied if 

2kii(N/L)112[(e2//3z2)- 1r12 

0 (36) 

= mr wher e n = 0, 1, 2 (37) 
which is the Love period equn,tion for a free 
anisotropic plate. 

This differs by a fn,ctor of (NIL) 112 from the 
isotropic Love wave period equation. Note that 
e = !32 is always a solution. The n,bove dcrivn,tion 
also holds for an anisotropic layer in contact 
with a fluid layer on one or both sides. 

As Stoneley [1949] has pointed out, it is the 
modulus e,, that resembles the isotropic rigidity 
for Rayleigh wave motion, whereas the corre
sponding modulus for Love wave motion is 
(ea - e12)12. This holds true for bycred ani
sotropic media in general and will make the 
velocity structure as determined for Rayleigh 
wave data inconsistent with Love wave informa
tion unless the anisotropy is taken into account. 

For an anisotropic layer of thickness 2H with 
constants L1, N1, and /32 over an anisotropic 
halfspace with constants L2, N2, and {3*, we 
obtain for Love waves 

tnn 2kll .£_2 - 1 -1 ( 2 )112[N ]112 
(J2 LI 

= 
[L2N2]1/2[.!_2- C;

21/3*2)] 1/2 

LIN! e /{32 - 1 

In the corresponding isotropic case N = L = fJ.1 
and we recover the Love equation in familiar 
form. Stoneley's [1949] derivation of the ani
sotropic Love equation is apparently in error. 

It can be shown· that the period equation 
expresses the condition of constructive inter
ference between multireflccted plane 8H waves. 
This condition may be written, for the free plate, 

4I! cos 0 = nl0 (38) 

where 0 is the angle the my makes with the 
vertical and l0 is the wavelength mrasur·ed along 
Llin ray. The vdoeity of 811 wnws s:ttislil'S the 
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equatio11 

p(i(O) = l2N + n2 L 

With the substitutions (3( 0)/ c 
k = 211" sin O/l0, (3 12 = L/ p, and f3z2 
we can write for equations 38 and 39 

2kHc [ (32(0)] 112 n11" = (3( O) 1 - ----;;2 

L ( 2 L) -t 
(32(0) = 

N 
cz ;

2
2 - 1 + 

N 

(30) 

sin 0, 
= Njp 

(38a) 

(3Da) 

Substitution of (39a) into (38a) gives the 
period equation 

(40) 
8. Numerical results. The general pcriod 

equation (17) was programmed for the Cal Tech 
Computing Center's Burroughs 220 electronic 
digital computer, using a complex root-finding 
subroutine developed by Phinney [1961]. Modifi
cations were built into the program, making it 
possible to solve for the symmetrical and anti
symmetrical modes in a free plate and to evaluate 
the Rayleigh and Stoneley equations. 

We have calculated the dispersion of Rayleigh
type waves in plates for three solids which 
exhibit hexagonal symmetry: (a) beryl, (b) ice, 
and (c) a laminated solid. These results, of 
course, apply also to any anisotropic solid having 
the same relationship between the elastic con
stants as one of the above examples. 

Beryl was chosen in order to extend Stoncley's 
results to a free plate. Ice was chosen as an 
example of a solid which exhibits a rather strong 
anisotropy and brcause lake icc commonly forms 
with a vertical c-axis (the unique axis) orienta
tion. The other axes arc randomly oriented, but 
since they are all equivalent the result is a 
large plate having the properties of a single 
crystal. Sea ice and some lake ice form with a 
c-axis horizontal orientation. Here again we 
have a large plate with transverse isotropy, but 
the effective elastic constants are not the same 
as for a single crystal. A finely laminated solid 

is transversely isotropic with the unique axis 
normal to the laminations; the effective elastic 
constants of a laminated solid must obey certain 
ordering rules which restricts the extent to which 
anisotropy may be approximated by layering. 
Table 1 gives the elastic constants used in 
computing these three cases. 

To show more clearly the effect of anisotropy 
we have also caleulated the dispersion for 
equivalent isotropic ice, that is a = a1, (3 = (3,, 
and for some intermediate eases. 

For convenience we introduce the following 
'anisotropy factors': 

( 4l) 
1J (ell - 2cl1)/c13 
Isotropic media have cf> = � = 1J = 1. 

Figure 1 shows the effect on the fundamental 
symmetric mode2 (M11) of increasing all of the 
anisotropy factors

· 
from below 1 to the values 

attained by anisotropic ice. For this kind of 
anisotropy, i.e. cp, �' and 1J increasing, the dis
persion curve migrates uniformly toward higher 
phase velocity. Note the shift of the Airy phase. 
The low-frrqucncy limit of M11 for an isotropic 
plate satisfies c2/ {32 = 4(1 - {32/a2) . Therefore 
(cp/ (3) :::; 2. For an anisotropic plate with the 
constants of ice, (24) gives (c1,/ (31) = 2.045. 
This agrees with the numerical evaluation of the 
general period equation. 

Stoneley [1949] has previously noted that the 
Rayleigh wlocity for an anisotropic solid can be 
higher than that for a Poisson solid. We note, 
in addition, that it can be higher than is theoreti
cally poRRible for an isotropic solid. This is trw� 
in partic:ular for solids with the constants of 
beryl aml iec. Therefore, hoth ends of Mn aw 
greater than the theoretical maximum undl'r the 
assumption tJf isotropy. 

2 We follow Tol�Jtoy and U sdin' s [I !l5:�] mod<' 
designation convention. Sec also Ewing, Jardctzky, 
and Press [.1%7, p. 283]. 

TABLE 1. Elastic and Anisotropic Paramet0rs Adopted for Computation 

. Material cu/c44 C33/c" C1z/C44 C13/ C44 cp � ,., p(g/cm3) 

Beryl 4. 13 3. {\2 1.47 10 1 0.88 1.33 0.47 2.7 
Ice 4.70 4. \JG 2.27 l.GO l .05 1.21 1. G!l 0.917 
Layered 4.54 :3.32 1. 64 1. 31 (). 7:) 1.45 2.06 2.4 
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c 
;Bj 
u 
;Bj 

ANISOTROPY FACTORS .p _ C33 al -CiT=� 
! _ Cu-CI2 = f322 

- 2C44 f312 

cp ! 
A .98 .95 8 1.00 1.00 c 1.01 1.06 D 1.03 1.11 E 1.04 1.16 
F 1.052 I .21 

Fig. 1. Effect of anisotropy on M11 in a transversely isotropic plate. 

To pursue this point further we have plotted 
in Figure 2 the variation in the phase velocities 
of the four lowest modes of an isotropic plate 
as Poisson's ratio changes from 0.25 to 0.5, the 
latter case indicating incompressibility. The 
data are from SatO [1951]. It is of interest to 
note that Poisson's ratio has a much greater 
effect on the symmetrical than on the anti
symmetrical modes. This is to be expected since 
we have effectively held {3 constant while changing 
a, and the M1 modes are chiefly compressional 
in nature while the M2 modes tend to couple with 

an ideal free shear mode [Tolstoy, 1957]. Plotted 
for comparison are the four lowest modes for ice 
and Mu for beryl. All the modes except M21 (the 
flexural mode), which is not drawn, and the 
low-frequency end of Mu for beryl are well 
outside the theoretical limit of isotropic plates. 
M21 for ice deviates slightly from isotropic values 
at both ends. 

In Figure 3 are shown the complete results for 
ice, for Mu through M22· Note the negative 
group velocity tail on Mu. This phenomenon 
has been discussed by Tolstoy [1957], who 

Fig. 2. Range of existence of M11 through M22 for � < u < Yz in isotropic plates and location 
of corresponding modes for anisotropic plates. 
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Fig. 3. Dispersion in a free anisotropic plate with the properties of ice. 

attributes it to a negative phase velocity rather 
than to an actual backward propagation of 
energy. 

Figure 4 gives the results for a laminated plate 
consisting of alternating layers of sandstone and 
limestone in the ratio 3 to 1. The effective elastic 
constants for waves long compared with the 
lamination thickness in this medium have been 
computed by Postma [1955] and are listed in 
Table 1. The anisotropy factors are q; = 0.733, 
� = 1.450, and 71 = 2.0576, making the ani
sotropy of this material quite different from that 

�-� 
t-·--

c 
� 

of beryl or ice. Note the pulling down of the 
group velocity minimum and, in particular, the 
accentuated negative group velocity tail. 

The Stoneley wave equation was evaluated 
numerically for pz/ Pt = 1.12 (the water to ice 
density ratio) and several ex*/ f3t ratios. As in 
the isotropic case, the Stoneley velocity is 
always a fraction of the slower of ex*, {31, but for 
the constants tested it is a larger fraction than 
for the corresponding isotropic case. For ex
ample, when ex*/ f3t takes on the values 0.79 
0.9, 1.0, 1.1, and 1.2, the Stoneley velocity 

Fig. ·1. Disp<,rHion iu a laminated plate. 
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csd {31 is 0.70, 0.74, 0.76, 0.78, and 0.79 for the 
anisotropic case and 0.67, 0.71, 0.72, 0.74, and 
0.75 for the isotropic case. 

!1. Ttfatrix formulation of the general problem 
of a layered medium. Following Haskell [1953] 
we now show how the solution of the wave 
propagation problem in a single anisotropic 
layer leads naturally to the n-layer problem. 
The normalized velocities and stresses in the 
mth layer can be written (understanding an 
ei<wt-kxl factor): 

0 ik 

Em 
- k"(,,. () 

0 i( C\.,/'/1 111Vj m - Fmk) 
i + k"(,,) L.Lm(v,,. () 

where C, L, and F arc the elastic constants Caa, 
c44, and c1a- The boundary conditions to be met 
at each solid-solid interface are that these four 
quantities be continuous. 

Taking z = 0 at the interface (m - 1), we 
ean write the linear n•lationship between the 
motion stress vector ami the displacement 
coefficients as 

('fl,m 1/c, 'l.i.Jm 1/c, /lzzm 11 fl.rzm 1) 

wlwrn (U,, U�, Ua, U4)m = (U"', l'"', IV"', Zm), 
and when� !C., is the matrix 

0 ik -I 
-- k'Y� ... 0 

F.k) � (44) 
() i( C'mv'2m"'/:!m 

Lm(v2,. + k'Y2J 0 

Setting z = rl"' we l'all write the rl'la.tioH:-;hip lwtw<'l'll the motio11 stress Vl'<.:tor of the rnth 
interface a.IHl the U,,,: 

wlu·n· J)"' j,; llw matrix 

{i('Y!,.V!mCm- Fmk)shvl,dml {i(Cm'Y!,hn - Fmk)chvl,dml 

L .. (vlm + k'Y1Jchv,,, d.. L .. (vlm + k'Y 1Jshv1m dm 

( 45) 

( 46) 
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Tlw <·od!i('i<·nts Tl, m:ty h<� <'liminatPd .lwtm�<'ll 

ntpmLions .j;) and -Hi, :.;iving; a linear rdaLionHltip 

between the motion stress veetor at the bottom 

and the top of the mth laym: 

('u,jc, Wm/c, p,.,., Pxz.J 
D E --1 ( • I · I ) = m 1m Um-]1 C, Wm-1; C, P:::!m-11 P.czm-t 

(47) 

Applying (47) recursively we may carry our 
solution down through a stack of n layers. The 
development follows that of Haskell, and the 
properties of the matrices arc the same as he 
discusses. l3y suitable alterations existing com
puter programs for isotropic layers can be 
modified to handle anisotropic layers. 

Calculations for the n-layer problem will be 
presented in future papers. 
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